
Discussion Points for Chman Pre-Brief for IP2 site visit - DRAFT 
PREBRIEF- 3/8 1030 
Site Viist - 3/9 

1) Agenda (for site visit; participants) 

2) 95003 Exit Meeting Summary; and Public Meeting 
(Reference Exit slides; and attached notes from Public meeting) 

3) Reactor Protection System issues 
- technical 
- Riccio/Lochbaum meeting 

4) 50.54(f) Summary 

5) Emergency Preparedness 
- FEMA 
- co-located site issue 
- legal background (defense-in-depth; reasonable assurance; acts of nature) 
- bus strike issue 

6) 2.206 Petition / License Transfer 

7) IG Report and Staff Response 
- continued public interest in conclusions 

8) Chilling Effect letter (security guard/OSHA issue) 
- allegation summary (other issues)

9) Future NRC Actions 
- Ongoing assessment 
- continued oversight of Performance Improvement Plan 
- Meetings with Licensee 
- Senior NRC official visits
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10 CFR 2.206 Petition Status for Indian Point Unit 2

Petitioner: James P. Riccio on behalf of Public Citizen 

Issue: Emergency Preparedness 

Petition Date: January 11, 2001 

Status: Closed (Acknowledgment Letter rejecting Petition issued 3/1/2001) 

Issues/Action Requested: 

* The petitioners request that the NRC pursuant to 10 CFR 2.206 suspend or revoke 
Con Edison operating license for Indian Point Unit 2 (IP2) until there has been a full
participation biennial emergency planning exercise as required by 10 CFR 50, 
Appendix E.  

The petitioners also requested that if Con Edison's license to operate IP2 is not 
suspended or revoked, the NRC impose an alternative enforcement action of 
$110,000/day civil penalty against Con Edison for being in noncompliance with the 
regulations since January 1, 2001.  

Response: 

9 A Petition Review Board (PRB) Meeting on the petition was held on January 30, 2001.  
The petitioners were provided with an opportunity to address the PRB in an open 
session with the licensee present.  

* The staff issued its position concerning biennial exercise requirements for co-located 
licensees in the Commission Information Paper (SECY-00-0238) dated December 26, 
2000.  

* Riccio on behalf of Public Citizen submitted a letter to the Commission dated February 
5, 2001 addressing their concerns regarding the completeness and accuracy of SECY
00-0238.  

* The PRB informed Riccio by telephone February 27, 2001 of its initial determination 
that the petition did not meet MD 8.11 criteria for processing under 10 CFR 2.206. The 
determination was based on the staff's position given in the Commission Information 
Paper (SECY-00-0238).  

* A teleconference was held on February 28, 2001 to allow the petitioners to address the 
PRB's preliminary decision that the January 11, 2001 Petition did not meet MD 8.11 
criteria for treatment under 2.206. The Petitioners, however, did not provide any new 
information, but only argued the merits of the staff position concerning the biennial 
exercise requirements for co-located licensee as documented in SECY-00-0238.



Petitioner: Deborah Katz, Marilyn Elie, Tim Judson (Citizens Awareness Network) 
Kyle Rabin (Environmental Advocates) 
Mark Jacobs(Westchester Peoples Action Coalition) 
Paul Gunter (Nuclear Information & Resource Service) 
James P. Riccio (Public Citizen) 

Issue: Systemic Mismanagement 

Petition Date: December 4, 2000 

Status: Open (Acknowledgment letter due 3/9/01) 

Issues/Action Requested: 

1. That the licensee, ConEd, have its license suspended for the IP2 facility due to 
persistent and pervasive negligent management, which has endangered the public 
health and safety and the environment due to significant safety problems existent at 
the site for decades.  

2. Specifically, that NRC investigate the apparent misrepresentation of material fact by 
the utility to determine whether the significantly insufficient engineering calculations 
relied on to ensure adequacy of design of key systems, including the steam generator 
(SG) analysis and the electric bus analysis at the IP2 reactor, were due to a lack of 
rigor and thoroughness or a result of deliberately misleading information.  

3. Should the investigation determine that ConEd deliberately provided insufficient and 
false information, the petitioners specifically request that ConEd's operating license be 
revoked for its IP2 reactor.  

4. Should NRC not revoke the license, and the IP2 reactor returns to operation, the 
petitioners specifically request that it remain on the list of agency focus reactors to 
oversee the operation the reactor until such time as its management demonstrates that 
it can fulfill its regulatory requirements and commitments.  

5. No license transfer requests should be approved for IP2 until such time that its 
management can demonstrate that the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) 
backlog and the maintenance requirements are up-to-date and workers have been 
retrained to the complete and revised UFSAR.  

6. NRC should keep IP2 off-line until the fundamental breakdown in management is 
analyzed and corrected.  

Response: 

* A Petition Review Board Meeting was held on December 20, 2000, to discuss the 
request for immediate action (Requested Action #6). The action was accepted for 
review as a 2.206, but the requested action was denied. The bases for the petitioner's 
requested action, given in the Background and Addendum sections of the Petition, 
were issues taken from NRC Inspection Reports, Licensee Event Reports, Plant Issue 
Matrix items, various assessment letters, and other correspondence between the NRC



and the licensee. The NRC staff had already evaluated these issues for their 
regulatory and safety significance. In addition, the findings and issues were previously 
evaluated collectively as part of NRC's ongoing assessment processes, and did not 
warrant prohibiting the restart of IP2. Deborah Katz was notified on December 29, 
2000, of the PRB's decision before the restart of IP2.  

* A Petition Review Board (PRB) Meeting on the petition was held on January 24, 2001.  
The petitioners were provided with an opportunity to address the PRB in a public 
meeting with the licensee present. During the meeting, the licensee gave the staff 
additional information to supplement their original petition.  

* On February 7, 2001, the PRB reconvened to consider the petition and the 
supplemental information. The PRB concluded that the petition met the requirements 
for review and recemmended to NRC senior managers that the petition be accepted.  

On February 9, 2001, NRC senior managers concurred with the PRB's 
recommendation and accepted the petition for review. Ms. Katz was notified of the 
decision on Feb 9, 2001. Ms. Katz was also offered another opportunity to address the 
board, in accordance with MD 8.11. Ms. Katz said she would consider the opportunity, 
but did not request a meeting at that time.  

The acknowledgment letter to the petitioners has been drafted and in currently in 
concurrence with the ADT/NRR. Due date for the issuance of the acknowledgment 
letter is 3/9/01.



LICENSE TRANSFER

On December 12, 2000, Consolidated Edison and Entergy applied to transfer the IP2 
operating license to Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc.  

On January 23, 2001, the staff forwarded to the Federal Register a "Notice of 
Consideration of Approval of Transfer of Facility Operating License and Conforming 
Amendments and Opportunity for a Hearing." 

On February 22, 2001, the Town of Courtlandt and the Hendrick Hudson School district 
requested a hearing on the proposed IP2 license transfer. They cited concerns about 

- The ability of ENO financially to operate and maintain the plant safely 

- The levels of decommissioning funding 

- The availability of on-site storage for spent fuel 

- The cost of future environmental remediation 

- The adequacy of the radiation emergency plan 

On February 22, 2001, CAN requested a hearing on the proposed IP2 license transfer.  
CAN did not cite specific technical concerns in their request.  

According to the current schedule, the transfer order will be issued in May 2001.



CONDITION REPORT 

Condition Report 200008415 cites ambiguities in RPS drawings. The CR states that it is 
not possible to tell from drawings which modifications have been implemented and 
which have not been implemented.  

Condition Report 200100327 cites numerous instances of configuration control 

problems with the RPS. The CR states that 

- Discrepancies were resolved by changing drawings to match plant conditions 

- Some discrepancies are the result of unauthorized modifications 

- Operability determinations have not been rigorous 

- Authorized modifications have impacts that may not have been considered



24 Hour CR 
Page I of 8 Below Is a list of 36 CRs' created In the last 24 hours. (1111101 938:07 AM to 1/12/01 9:38:07 AM)

Condition Number Condition Descdptloon 
2MO10322 While changing 11"t on 33' unit I turbine bklg area noted that 8 fiourescent fixtinres in light & powver room arekpe0M Sysiem LoT and 6 standard Ight fixtrxe are Inoperative in various areas of 33.  TagNumber. LGHTN 
210a -1a During an En•gneeing Quality Review, it was noted that the correctie actions and bass of operabIlty descriptions r" System. SIS Operability Determination 99-034 . associated Condi•ion Reports were considered to be weak since it does not appea TagNumber. U-935A that all approprite Issues were discussed. The Operability Deteminailon was written in Octobe 1999 to addressed drift pcbieuia with two Accumulator WeMe Imnmiters that were occurring over a long period of linie (oni the order of a year).  Accumulator 21 level transmilter LT-935A was noted to be drfting on severml occ•alons and was re-calbrated in March and August of 1999. The Operability Determination corrective action did not completely address wh it was out of calibratlon In a reativelyv short perod of lime, or what the corrective action was to address the drifting concern. Them was no discussion on any need to Increase the calibratlon frequency or If the amount of drift in Ohe lime period was conslatant with the Inetrument uncertainty calculation. The Operability Determinetion was dosed out without Identifying II de drifting problem associated with LT-M36A was resolved. Condition Report 200010884 written in December 2000, Identified a &*Ing concern with the same transrnilter (LT-935A). In the second Issue, Accumulator 23 WM transmitter LT-935C was noted to be deviating from Its redundant transmitter on numerous occasions {at least five times In a year). The problem was attributed to gas binding In a sensing line due to a piping un that did not slow for proper venoing of the Instrument Ie. This lows nltrogen gee to be trapped in the fire. The ultimate solution was to re-roule one of the sensing Ihnes Io prevent trapping the gas. Hlowever, interim compensatory action unill the modification was installed was week, since It slowed drifting to proceed to the lmit of the operator log sheet without discussing If the nature of the suspected drift phenomenon of nitrogen gas accumulation was Included as a varablWe In the uncerlaInty calculation. The evaluation sated that the allimable Instrument err wae 15 to 18 percent, end therefore alowed drifting to proceed so the lh•ts Identified In the operator log. Further, the response placed reflance on the transmltter that appeared to be worldng property to routinely Identify a problem with the other transmiter.  and did not address potential falures of this transmitter that was not Idenhlled with a drill problem. Additional compensation should have been specified in the Operability Detemilnation, such as more frequent venting, until a permanent solution was __inplemented. A modiflcation was done as part of the corrective action to adress this problem.  

IA0 4 etru22 instment Air dryer dewpolm for monthly test was -21 degrees I. Actkin level is greater than -30 degrees F. System Syste: IAlee srearhn-3dgreF.Ste 

ragNumber IA-1281 Engineer to be notied.  
2 0)Q I M !12:26- Received rolfl catlon of a ft ý w~th chest pains, dlspatch od! mand Wl, EMT already d 4Mptched. 12:36System: WtA Requested asbultnce on ite for l fwho Is complaining of chest pains. Notified security. 12:49- Notified by security TagNumbef: WNA that Verplank ambulance Is on site. 12:52 - Ambulance departed the site. Notified tHudson Valley Hospital to expeot the - .rival of a non-oonlamlnated Individual comrrptainhig of chest pains.  
,ytem A iil•ilimplalned of chest pains whIt doing f ight work.  System N/A II~glgh ok 
TagNumbevr NfA 

120 ==,== • 200012 =ie===d

-------------------............. u n, va uawouw i argnuoawlrgs arhi e as-bull configuration of the Reactor Protection System. The investigation prompted by this CRS led to Ihe idenil.icalion of other CRSas that identified similar Inconsistencies between design drawings and RPS wiring. A review of the corrective action assodated with these CRrs revealed that the CRS actions were typically closed by revising plant drawings to reflect the as found configuration without pedromn a safety evaluation to determine the impact Of the change on the design and Acensing basis. in some cases the as-found condlion affected the system design as depicted in the UFSAR text and/or figures. A summary of the subject CRSa and associated corrective action follows. The potential Impact of these lssues on syatem Operabflty Is addressed under "Conctelonse below. CRS199803574 idernifed a discrepancy between the RPS wking configuialion and a description In section 7.2.2.9 of the UFSAR of isolation between safely signals arid annunciator and/or compulte signals.
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24 Hour CR

Conlrary to Ihe UFSAM statement that *The center and front deds (of RPS logic relays) are used for aruunclifor and compuMer signals re cilveft, 22 RPS logic relays were found to violate Wes crierion. The response to this CRS provided technical justification for a UFSAR wording change to support the as-found configuration. Thie technical justification Included Ihe slatementhat 'The contacts of these (RPS logic) relays involve only one train. Therefore there is no potential for any Interaction between redundant safety trains'. CRS 199904968 (see below) Identified addlitona RIPS wiring that did not conform to design drawings. This as-lound condition Included contacts from both an *A train and B" train RPS relay (P1 0-2) connected to a common ctrcui. This confIgration appears to Invalidate a portion of fIe Juslification for allowing computer, annundolor, and RPS logic functions to be wired to a single deck of a RPS relay. * CRS 199902M35 Identified three diutlnct discrepancies between plant drawings and the as-bull condition. These discrepancies Involved: APS logic relays used to block the 'Source Range Hio Flux at Shutdown4 annunciator, drawings showing RIPS relay contact configuration different form the asbulilt condition, and incorrect RPS relay nomenclature on plant drawVs. The correclwve action for this CRS was Imited to resing the affected drawings Io agree with the as-found conditIon. No safety evaluation or review of UFSAR Impact was performed. - CRS 199903445 was Iniiated because the drawing revisions prepared in response to CRS199902835 (see above) were in error. CAS 199903445 also Identified an additional drawing error in, which the drawing showed the incorrect RPS relay contacts used for the Source Range High Flux at Shutdown annunciator block.  Again, the drawing were revised with no accompanying safely review or UFSAR impact review. 6 CRS 199904968 Identified another discrepancy between design drawings and the as-found configuration of RPS. This discrepancy Involved contacts from RIPS relay P110-2 that ate used 1o defeat the Source Range Lose of Detector Voltage annunciator above 10% reactor power which are not shown on plant drawings. The corrctve action for this CR3 Involved a field verification of the configuration and revision of the affected drawing to reflect the as-found conditon. No safety evaluation or MF3AR Impact review was perormed even though a re-examinalton of these corrective actions as part of Ihe SL3 Investigation of CRS 200010125 determined that thile change has a potential iMpacl on the LPFSAR. plant tead procedures, and DWD. This SU3 Investigation also Identified a potenial nuclear safety concern with the as-found configuraMon; however, this Is based on a scenario in which a wfirng error causes a wrong contact to be connected in the RPS logic circuit. An intensive search for documentation that approved the at-found configuration was unsuccessful In IdentlNykng a modification to the affected circuit. * CRS 200007597 Identified a number of potential Internal wiring related discrepawt conditins in the reactor protection racks, laicated cases of wieo routing andor terminations were observed to be Inconsislen with roulng•sepaslion requirerents stated In the MSAR. In response to this CRS, Operabilty Determinallon 00-018 was Issued to address the wring multngJsnparalkn Issues. The OD determined that the RIPS was Operable. * CRS 200009499 klantified additional condtion In hichthe irgIn the RI'S racks violate! statements in the UFSAR. The CRS staled mhat 'Wires (in RIPS 
Racks 4 and 5) were carelessly strewn through multiple wire ways' and 'Had the original design been folowed, there wod not only have been no mixing (of circult lunclions) there would also be half as many new wkes to mix'. This issues raised In this CRS were also addressed with Operability Deternmination 00M018 (See CRS 200007597 above). a CRS 200009641 identified six (6) Issues related to RP.S wiring deficiencles or discrepancies, three of which were similar to or a repeat of issues Identified In previous CR3's. The new issues identified In ts CAS Include: a wire associated with an NIS power range log relay with a splice that Is not represented on plant drawings, and a single cable containing both 125 VOD logic protection power and I 18 VAC Instrument bus power. 3oth of these Issues were addressed In Operabitly Determination 00018; however, no documeniation could be found to confirm that the Identified splice was prepared and approved in accordance with applicabhe procedues. * CAS 200010125 Identified errors made on drawings as part of the corrective action for CRS 1999904968. It also Identified discrepancies between drawings and the es-found APS wiring that had not been previouly Identified. The SL3 Irvesligatilon for this MAS has not yet been approved. Concluslons The confluence of the Issues Identified in the CRS's that am summarized above represent design control concerns with the reactor protection system that have not been fuly addressed in the responses to the CRSs indMdualty, nor have the Implications when considering these CRSs collectively been addressed. A review of these Issues has led to the following conclusions: 1.  Resolution of discrepancies between as-found plant conditions and design drawings have often been resolved by revsing drawing to match the as-found plant condition. These 'design changes by defaul' have been made without dhe required qually assurance requirements such as design vedriicalon or enairing preservation of the ,censlng basis through a documented safety evaluation. Although not explicitly stated In the CRS responses, differences between as-bulit conditions and drawings are assumed to be the result of drawing errors. Discussions with Engineering personnel Involved with RIPS drawings reveal a lack of confidence that drawings accurately refect field conditions and difficulty In working with and understanding the Information shown on these drawings. 2. Several of the discrepancies Identified In the above CRS's appear lo have been the result of modifications that were not authorized (i.e. not conducted In accordance with procedures 

1112/01
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Page 3 of 8 
or regulatory commntrments). An extensiv search for an approved modification that led 10 the deleat of lt. Source Range Loss of Detector Voltage annunciator above PIO was unsuccessful in Identlfylng a modliicatio•. Thi ast-found condition was also found to be Inconsistent with the Indian Point 3 confguration. Although experienced and knowledgeable personnel have judged these changes to be acceptable. bypassing of the quality assurance requirements for IsRlemrng shese changes calls ineo question their validity. 3. The kIpact of the RPS wiring discrepancies Identified in CRS'* 2000075W7.  200009499 and 200009641 has been addressed in Operabiity Determinalton 00-010. This operably determination Included a detailed and thorough evaluation of the Impact of the wire rotutng and separation discrepancies on each of the five RPS design Crileda. However, N was notl wilhin Ihe scope of this operability determination to address functional design changes that eo"e of the as-ound conditions represent. Instead, I took credit for investigations performed under other CRS'a that determined the as-found conditions to be acceptable. However, the scope of these 'lnwestlgatlor" was limited to confirming Ihe as-bull conditon and revising the drawings eacordingy. Notwihatandlng the limited scope of the previous operabilily determlnation, Ite impllcatlon of these Issues on Operability of 1he reactor protection system has been discussed extensively within Design Engineering. Although I (Inilator of this CRS) have concerns telative to the Operability and potential nuclear safety Impact of these Issues, my supervisor has considered these concerns and determhned that the Identified discrepancies are Amited Io configuration control (L. e. documentation) Issues and Involve no Operability or rtuclear safety Issues. 4. As pat of the search for modifications that would explain the as-found confguraflon of the RPS, other approved modificatlons were found that affected the same or similar cicuits In which discrepancies were found. These modifications were apparently developed based on circuit conliguratlons shown on plant drawlnga. Became these drawings do not accurately reflect as-bul Conditions, previous modifications to the RPS circuits may have impacts that were not.  considered. 5. Conversations with Individuals Involved in development of RPS festing have confirmed that supplemental testing has been performed to address the as-found conditions described above. Recommandatlons: Based on the above conclusions, the following correclive actions are econemended: 1. Verily that previous system walkdowns of the AIPS colleotively provide a high degree of certainty as Io the as-built configuration of the system. Conduct additional syslem walkdowns as necessary. 2. Evaluate each discrepancy between the as-bufft conflg~uation of the RPS and design documenmlon and determine whether the design needs to be changed cc whether a physical plant change Is required. In cases where design changes are requked, perform the required design reviews/verificatione and safety evaluations. 3.  Review each required design document ansdor physical change against the llcenig basis and make necessary revisions to the UFSAFL (The SL3 Invesligatilon of CRS 200010125 has already Identified a UFSAFR Impact). The RPS DBD, test procedures, and system description wllt also ikely require revision. 4. Perform an Operability Determination to supplement Opera•ily Determlnation 00-018 which has already addressed the wire roullhingeparatlon Issues associated with the Identified diecrepancies. This OD should address the functional changes that were not part of an approved modi•icaton and approved mndicatlons that may have been Impacted by the Identified discrepancies. 5. Further evaluate the need for a riajor overhaud of the APS drawings to Improve readability and accuracy. This Initiative appears to be a necessary pt of the actions required to prevent recurrence of problems similar to those addressed In this CRS.  

During the SO Replacement Project ultrasonic calibration blocks were borrowed rrom At the conclusion of t projec Callbralon Block 0 ,whkch Is a 3.5' T X 141- X 7"W carbon steel block, was Identified as contaninated. SGT brought it 0o the Unit 2 Deoom area and was supposed to transport it to Traler 68 once decon had been completed. After taking the block to decon, It was apparently mislaid Despite numerous tours of the Unit I & 2 decon, storage, and tool rooms th block could not be located. It this block Is not located4 SOT needs to take steps to procure a replacement block for Bi Thli block may be need for the April outage at11 
13 and 14 WDST EHT Chromolox controllers have a history of fallures due to control cabinet water intrusion during perieod of rain. Water Is detrimental to the Chromolox controle which are composed of solid state/idgftal components.  Replacemern of the Chromolox controllers Is a short term solution since aubsequent rain will again damage the oonlroltera.  For a permanent resolution, water Intrslon into the control cabinela must be prevented. The following are some of th areas that require enhancement Io prevent control cabinet water Inlrslon 1. The control cabinet screw clamp that are designed to keep the door lightly closed should be secured at all limes to prevent water Intrusion via the door seal. 2. The conduits which connect to the control cabinets am rusty at the connections and may allow for water Intrusion. 3. The Chrqmolox controller do not appear to make a water light seal prolnuding through the door. In addilion, the Chromolox controller face Is removable which may not be designed to prevent water Inlision. AN these areas (and more as required) are to be enhanced to prevent whier Inlruslon. Prevention of control cabinet water intrusion should prevent fallure of the Chromolox controlera other electrical components existing in The cabinets during periods of rain.1L�
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200008415eDrwnshic ste008415 R Discrepancies have been found in the Controlled Metaphase Drawings which System; RPS describe the interconnections in the CCR Reactor Protection Racks E3/E6 &F3/F6.  TagNumber:52]BYA Drawing 208859 shows relays LF-1X, LF-2X, LF-3X & LF-4X (Low Flow Trips) as residing in cabinet E3/F3 or L4, in the 38,39,40, & 41 positions in Dwg 208685.  There is no Con Ed internal wiring diagram for the E/F racks, so relay-to-relay wiring is shown only in the inherited i wirelist drawings 615B119, 615B127&29, 615B130, 3 1,32&3. 3. , irelist 615B119 Sh 10 has an extensive array of listings describing Relays LF-1X through LF-4X as being in the E4/F4 , or L3 cabinet, in the 5,6,7 & 8 positions, per Dwg 208685. Moreover, this same 615B119 sh 210 shows the E3/F3, or L4 positions 38,39,40,& 41 now occupied by LF-1X,LF-2X,LF-3X & LF-4X (and verified by field inspection) as anomalously being occupied by unknown relays LF-1,LF-2,LF.3, & LF-4. In the opinion of this writer, a part of our RPS Design Basis has been lost, and must be reconstituted, in the case of wirelist 615B119. Further.. in the case of Reactor Trip wirelist 615B130. sheets 13,14,15,16,17,18, & 19 contain Change Orders such as "Remove..Add" or 'Existing...Change to" on the parent drawing, with no means for the viewer to verify if the 'Existing' conditions have been actually changed, or if the 'Add' orders have actually been implemented. Therefore Two (2) conflicting versions of our Reactor Trip wiring exist side by side on the same issued drawings.  The Schematic drawing representing this system, Dwg 11 0E073 in some cases does show, and in some cases does not show the Relay terminal numbers for the relays, so the ambiguity in 615B119, & 615B130, cannot be fully resolved by reference to 1 10E073. In the case of a recent mod FIX-95-11057-E, partial internal rack wiring diagrams such as 306373, were specially created for that mod alone, in lieu of a set of corrected overall Rack Internal Wiring Drawings. In the opinion of this writer, if the ambiguities in 615B130 sheets 13-19 are not resolved, this will lessen our margin of safety in any RPS emergency, and also places our RPS Design Basis in an ambiguous state. A suggested fix would be creation, by -- ........... % m... .. .of corrected versions of 615B 119.6158130.11OE073, AND the creation of NEW internal wiring drawings for our Reactor Protection Racks. Moreover any attempted change in these racks, prior to solution of these inconsistencies. would be, in my opinion, less than conservative Noie- correct tag number did not appear in CRS menu, selected a random tag to initiate this CR.  
00008416 1 recently received an e-mail from the iin System: N/A (transmitted too with me and 'agNumber: N/A severa*- on courtesy copy) criticizing my findings in CRS 200005173 The transmittal was caustic and contained language that could discourage a questioning attitude and a willingness to document problems. That transmittal and two related documents, as follows, are attached: -The 10/27/00 email which was sent from th e to the mni-. The text of the SL2 narrative prepared bylIM on August 29, 2000, and - A proposed revision of the SL2 narrative attached to the 10/27/00 e-mail. At issue in the CRS was whether a setpoint change for the gas turbines had been performed as there was no documented evidence of it in the work control process, and field personnel believed the setpoint change had not been performed. ThellINNEW, however, ignored the issue and stated "...the condition listed in the CR is not accurate. *The real issue. as I see it, is the lack of appropriate review by the onginator of the CR". "1 do not want to take anymore of this section's time addressing this non-issue' and 'My recommendation is that this be assigned to the section that the CR originator is assigned.' Subsequent investigation has shown the original issue descnbed in CRS 200005173 to be valid, however, that isn't the issue of concern in this CR. The concern is not technical. The concern is thag 11es1 presponded to a CRS originator in a way that makes him appear to be inept and insisted that he take the issue back and perform the tasks to "erase* the problem. As previously noted, the e-mail was sent to.1" This action serves to dampen the questioning attitude that WE are trying to cultivate here at IP2. Unfortunately, this is not the first episode of criticism of problem identification by lANOW, - . . l ,, that I've witnessed. I am generating this condition report to formally document this as another incident of an adverse cultural attribute that is known throughout the industry at iroubled plants as 'chilling effect.' By reviewing the attached documents it can be seen that in August the- V - e APNI agreed with the issue as described in the CR, and believed corrective actions were necessary. ICAs were assigned to resolve the issue. Two months later thein G submitted a proposed revision to the SL2 report which offered no real new information and proposed the apparent cause for the condition as *... the lack
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POINTS ON IP-2 
DESIGN/CONFIGURATION ISSUES 

Bottom line: 

* NRC has had strong regulatory stance on IP-2 design/configuration control issues over 
past several years.  

Background: 

* Design/configuration control related discrepancies have been identified on numerous 
occasions over the past several years. For example: 

o 1996 IPAP inspection 
o 1997 extended shutdown problems (e.g., miswired annunciator circuits) 
o 1998 NRR- AE team inspection (e.g., Westinghouse calc interface problems) 
o 1999 -- August 31 complicated trip with loss of offsite power 
o 2000 -- pre-restart design issues (e.g., Westinghouse design calc problems) 

* Design/configuration control problems were big part of IP-2 agency focus designation.  

They underly multiple degraded cornerstone classification.  

* NRC heightened monitoring in this area has included the following recent activities: 

o held management meeting October 2000 to address this area. From this, 
ConEd performed special "vertical slice" inspection before plant restart.  

o before restart, inspected numerous issues being identified by licensee to assure 
there were no effects on operability of systems and equipment. We documented 
in "quick look letter" problems and raised concerns about slow progress. We 
pointedly raised concern about repetitive, longstanding nature of concerns.  

0 performed 95-003 inspection taking "vertical slice" look at two risk-significant 
systems. Key points communicated in the exit meeting are the following: 

- additional examples of past identified weaknesses in design/configuration 
control area were found.  

- ConEd making progress but it is slow overall -- limited in some areas.  
This is one of the areas where progress has been limited.  

- Corrective action backlogs are large. This includes design related issues.  
- Timeliness and prioritization of corrective actions is a challenge.  
- All of this indicates the need for continued ConEd improvement program 

and continued (for some time) NRC heightened oversight.  
- Notwithstanding above, team found systems were operable 

Met with ConEd last Thursday to understand scope and schedules in this area. In exit 
meeting, RA specifically identified need for meeting in near future to review steps to be 
taken by ConEd in this area.

0 RPS related inspections completed. See other writeup.



March 7, 2000

Information Regarding ConEd's Response to 10 CFR 50.54(f) Letter Regarding Adequacy and 
Availability of Design Basis Information 

Attachments: 
1. NRC letter to ConEd, Request for Information Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(f) Regarding 

Adequacy and Availability of Design Basis Information, October 9, 1996 (w/o atts) 
2. ConEd letter to NRC, Response to Request for Information Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(f) 

Regarding Adequacy and Availability of Design Basis Information, February 13, 1997 (w/o 
Att. B) 

3. ConEd letter to NRC, Status Update and Change of 10 CFR 50.54(f) Commitments 
Regarding Adequacy and Availability of Design Basis Information, February 17, 1999 

4. ConEd letter to NRC, Amended Response to Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of 
Civil Penalty, June 5, 2000 

5. Kristine Thomas memorandum to PMs, Closeout of TACs for October 9, 1996 Request for 
Information Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(f) Regarding Adequacy and Availability of Design 
Basis Information, October 23, 1997 (w/ attached Indian Point 2 WISP PMR data) 

6. SECY-97-1 60, Staff Review of Licensee Responses to the 10 CFR 50.54(f) Request 
Regarding Adequacy and Availability of Design Basis Information, July 24, 1997 

7. SECY-00-0141, Completion of Staff Followup Activities Related to Adequacy and Availability 
of Design Basis Information, June 23, 2000



POLICY ISSUE 
INFORMATION 

SECY-00-0141 

June 23, 2000 

FOR: The Commissioners 

FROM: William D. Travers 
Executive Director for Operations 

SUBJECT: COMPLETION OF STAFF FOLLOWUP ACTIVITIES RELATED TO ADEQUACY AND AVAILABILITY OF 
DESIGN BASES INFORMATION 

PURPOSE: 

To inform the Commission of the completion of the staff followup inspection related activities described in SECY-97-160, 
"Staff Review of Licensee Responses to the 10 CFR 50.54(f) Request Regarding the Adequacy and Availability of Design 
Bases Information," dated July 24, 1997.  

SUMMARY: 

On October 9, 1996, the NRC staff issued a letter to power reactor licensees pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(f) that required 
licensees to provide information regarding programs and processes designed to control and maintain the facility's design 
bases information. The followup inspections performed subsequent to the receipt of responses determined that, in general, 
the inspected systems and components were capable of performing their safety functions. In some cases, prompt corrective 
actions were required to resolve operability concerns and several escalated enforcement actions were taken. Overall, 
however, licensee programs and procedures for maintaining design bases were generally effective. The followup inspection 
related activities described in SECY-97-160 have been completed, and no further generic action is planned.  

The followup NRC inspection reports and licensee event reports (LERs) described conditions in which the plant designs were 
not in compliance with plant design bases. The staff determined, as discussed below, that several of these issues were risk 
significant. In the staff requirements memorandum on SECY-97-205, "Integration and Evaluation of Results from Recent 
Lessons-Learned Reviews," the Commission directed the staff to develop guidance on the type of information to be 
considered as design bases information. A paper addressing this issue, SECY-00-0047, "Draft Regulatory Guide Providing 
Guidance and Examples for Identifying 10 CFR 50.2 Design Bases," was provided to the Commission on February 23, 2000.  
This guidance, combined with the proposed changes to 10 CFR 50.72 and 10 CFR 50.73 reporting requirements 
(SECY-00-0093), should enable the staff to provide a more appropriate safety focus on design bases issues.  

During the development of the framework for the new reactor oversight process (ROP), the staff, as a result of lessons 
learned during the followup inspections described in SECY-97-160, recognized the need for a continued inspection focus on 
licensee control of their design bases, and has included within the baseline inspection program a biennial safety system 
design and performance capability inspection at each plant. These inspections are intended to periodically assess 
implementation of the licensee design control programs.  

BACKGROUND: 

NRC team inspections during 1995 -1996 identified concerns regarding the ability of licensees to maintain and implement the 
design bases at certain plants. Considering the potential scope of these concerns and the need to ascertain the extent of the 
problems within the population of operating reactors, the staff proposed that licensees be required to provide information 
regarding the availability and adequacy of design bases information. Following the Commission's approval, the NRC issued a 
letter to each licensee in accordance with 10 CFR 50.54(f) requesting the licensee to describe the programs and processes 
established to control and maintain operations within the facility's design bases. Additionally, the licensees were asked to 
discuss the effectiveness of these programs and processes.  

In SECY-97-160, the staff described a four-phased approach to the review of the licensee responses to the 10 CFR 50.54(f) 
request. The SECY paper described the completion of the first three phases, which consisted of reviewing the licensee 
responses to identify significant regulatory concerns requiring prompt NRC followup, demonstrating the feasibility of the 
review process and review criteria, and reviewing all responses using the revised process and review criteria. For the last 
phase, the staff recommended that certain followup activities be performed. After reviewing the licensee responses, the staff 
concluded in SECY-97-160 that all licensees had established programs and procedures to maintain the design bases of their 
facilities and determined that no further generic action would be required after the completion of the last phase.  

The staff recommended the followup activities either because of the staffs concern about the performance of particular 
licensees in controlling facility design bases or because there was a need to validate the effectiveness of a particular element 
of a licensee's design control program. The range of followup activities included the prioritization of sites for design 
inspections, performance of safety system functional inspections (SSFIs), augmentation of safety system engineering 
inspections (SSEIs) to specifically review some aspect of a licensee's design control program, and augmentation of routine 
inspections to review licensee design control initiatives outlined in the 10 CFR 50.54(f) responses, as well as related 
corrective actions. These followup activities were conducted in 1997-1999.  

DISCUSSION: 

The following actions were completed as described in SECY-97-160: 
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" Design inspections were performed at 21 sites by three inspection teams, with each team consisting of an NRR team leader and five contractors from architect-engineer firms. The candidate plants were selected and prioritized after taking into consideration each licensee's response to the 10 CFR 50.54(f) letter, the plant's age, and the results of plant performance reviews. The teams reviewed design and licensing bases, calculations, operating procedures, safety analysis reports, drawings, and modifications for one or two risk-significant systems at each site.  
" The staff determined that inspection of conformance with design bases should continue to be emphasized. Accordingly, a new inspection procedure (IP) 93809, "Safety System Engineering Inspection (SSEI)," was issued to provide another method of assessing a licensee's engineering effectiveness through an in-depth review of engineering calculations, analyses, and other engineering documents. The SSEl is similar in concept to an SSFI and the design inspections described earlier, albeit with a reduced scope and a smaller resource commitment.  

" Manual Chapter 2515, Appendix A, "Core Inspection Program Procedures," was revised to allow regions the flexibility to choose one of the three following inspection procedures to perform engineering inspections at each site: IP 37550, "Engineering"; IP 93801, "Safety System Functional Inspection (SSFI)"; and IP 93809, "Safety System Engineering 
Inspection (SSEI)." 

"• Routine engineering inspections performed as a part of the core inspection program were customized to allow for the review of site-specific concerns, such as design control, configuration control, and corrective actions.  
Approximately 70 design, engineering, and safety system performance inspections were performed between January 1997 and August 1999. In addition, a number of followup inspections were performed to close out the identified design issues. The total NRC resource expenditure (including NRC contractors) for design and engineering-related inspections was approximately 32 full-time equivalent (FTE) positions. These resource expenditures exclude inspection preparation, inspection report writing, and enforcement activities.  

During this period in which the staff focused heightened attention on design bases, it identified several safety significant issues. The design-related inspections resulted in the issuance of one Severity Level II enforcement action to D. C. Cook for systemic failure of its design control, surveillance testing, and corrective action programs, and nine Severity Level III enforcement actions (Three Mile Island 1, Vermont Yankee, Indian Point 3, Oyster Creek, H. B. Robinson, Perry, Kewaunee, Point Beach, and Prairie Island). Of all the escalated enforcement actions taken during this period, approximately 13 percent were related to design issues.  

Additionally, the increased focus on design bases issues by both the licensees and the NRC resulted in a notable increase in LERs. Those design bases issues reported in 1997-98 have recently been reviewed by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES). While there were a number of LERs submitted, only a few design bases issues (three in 1997 and two in 1998 affecting multiple units) reported in the LERs met the Accident Sequence Precursor (ASP) Program guidelines for a significant event (i.e., events with conditional core damage probability lx10-6). New guidance clarifying what constitutes design bases information in accordance with 10 CFR 50.2 has been developed. In SECY-00-0093, dated April 21, 2000, the staff provided for Commission approval a final rule to modify event reporting requirements for power reactors in 10 CFR 50.72 and 10 CFR 50.73. As a result, it is expected that in the future, there will be fewer LERs associated with design bases issues, but those that remain will be better focused on issues of safety significance.  

CONCLUSION: 

The design and engineering inspections cooducted after licensees responded to the October 9, 1996, 10 CFR 50.54(0 letters determined that, in general, the inspected systems and components were capable of performing their safety functions.  However, a substantial number of issues related to compliance with design bases were identified either by licensees or during the NRC inspections, thus resulting in the characterization of a number of plants as being outside the design bases or in an unanalyzed condition. Most of these issues were not individually risk significant because the safety systems, although possibly degraded, were either still capable of performing their intended functions or other diverse systems would have compensated for the impact of the design errors. As stated earlier, several of the identified design issues were of such significance that they met the ASP risk significance threshold or required escalated enforcement actions.  
Given the lessons learned from the previously discussed inspection activities, which highlighted the importance of design control, and because performance indicators associated with the ROP do not provide substantive information on design related issues, the staff has included an inspection of safety system design and performance capability at each site in the ROP. This is a team inspection similar in concept to the in-depth inspection of a safety system previously performed as a part of engineering inspections, such as the SSEI and the SSFI. This inspection is currently intended to be performed at each site every 2 years. Periodic and biennial inspections of plant modifications have also been included in the ROP.  
The significance determination process developed for the ROP will be used to assess the risk significance of any inspection findings. If the baseline inspection reveals risk-significant design issues, additional inspections will be performed under the new supplemental inspection program. The ROP will also require the staff to periodically review inspection results and performance indicators and determine if there is a need to revise the frequency and scope of inspections, including the new design inspection. This process will be a part of the staffs ongoing self-assessment activities.  
As described in this paper, the staff has completed the followup activities outlined in SECY-97-160 and plans to take no further action related to the review of the 10 CFR 50.54(f) responses on adequacy and availability of design bases 
information.  

It is likely that the number of inspection findings related to design bases and licensee-reported design issues will be less in the future than the past several years, a situation that resulted because of a broad interpretation of what constituted "design bases" information and an increased agency attention in this area. The draft regulatory guide DG-1093, "Guidance and Examples for Identifying 10 CFR 50.2 Design Bases," provides a clear common understanding of- -wh information is
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considered as design bases to assist both licensees and the staff in bringing a more appropriate safety focus to design bases issues Also as previously noted, reporting requirements are being revised to eliminate reporting of design deficiencies of minimal significance. The staff believes that the focus by the NRC and licensees on design bases over the last several years.  coupled with inclusion of design inspection and plant modification inspection as elements in the baseline inspection program, provide the confidence that licensed facilities will maintain conformance with their design bases. The staff plans to evaluate 
the results of the initial implementation of the ROP, the experience with the use of regulatory guide DG-1093 (once finalized), and the trend in the licensee event reports following implementation of the revised rule requirements. The staff will incorporate the experience gained into any future revisions to the ROP. At that time the staff will also evaluate whether there 
is a need for further interactions with the industry on what constitutes design bases information.  

COORDINATION: 

The Office of the General Counsel has reviewed this Commission paper and has no legal objections to its content.  

The Office of the Chief Financial Officer has reviewed this Commission paper for resource implications and has no objections.  

IRA/ 

William D. Travers 
Executive Director for Operations 

CONTACT: S. K. Malur, NRR 
301-415-2963
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NOTES FROM PUBLIC MEETING AT 
CORTLANDT TOWN HALL 

ON March 2, 2001 

A Sampling of Concerns Raised during the Meeting 

Congressman Gilman: 
1. Need to closely monitor the maintenance backlog and the ongoing problems noted in 

emergency preparedness 
2. Slow and/or limited accomplishment of corrective actions 
3. Two inspectors may not be enough at this site 
4. Is Entergy walking into the maintenance backlog? 
5. GAO report of its results in the EP area due in May 01 
6. General statements of concern over RPS engineer and security guard 

Congresswoman Kelly: 
1. Concerns over individual who resigned (RPS); as-built doesn't match design; other 

design control issues in CRs; "Design Changes by Default" without documented safety 
evaluations; questioned why design changes not being done in accordance with 
regulatory processes 

2. ConEd could have avoided some problems if restart had not been rushed 
3. Asked OIG to investigate circumstances surrounding RPS engineer resigning 
4. Explain the 1997 commitment about design basis 

Assemblywoman Galef: 
1. Wants Con Edison to provide a specific corporate response to the issues raised in the 

inspection 
2. Wants the information put on the internet 
3. Are Con Edison's staff resources adequate? 
4. Response to design basis concerns.  
5. Wants NRC to establish a list of issues that Con Edison needs to resolve with a 

timetable for accomplishment of each issue (Believes NRC should report back in 2 
months) 

6. Thanked ConEd for establishing an "800" number for individuals to find out about 
radiological releases 

Linda Puglisi: 
1. Wants an opinion on the evacuation plans 
2. Is the NRC satisfied with the report on Con Edison (95003)? 

Marilyn Elie (CAN): 
1. Why are adequate and acceptable enough? 
2. Worried about Entergy's track record (fire skilled employees; numerous fines; postpone 

maintenance) 
3. Why is Entergy establishing holding companies to limit its liability? 

Fred Schmit 
1. Concerns about occurrences of cancer among his friends



Kyle Rabin (Environmental Advocates) 
1. Recited the concerns raised in the 2.206 petition on EP 
2. Con Edison faltered during the 1994 and 1998 exercises 

Mark Jacobs (CAN) 
1. Will NRC conduct its own sample to assess the number of CRs not properly closed? 
2. Need to eliminate backlogs before the license transfer 
3. CRs show problems with compliance with FSAR (what if emergency repair is necessary) 
4. Will you look at the entire plant? 

CAN Member: 
1. Concerned about NRC taking a "wait and see" approach 

Lisa Rodrigues: 
References a letter sent to Westchester County by the Lakeland School District 

regarding emergency evacuation 

Judy Shepherd 
Member of Sustainable Development Committee; looking at normal traffic on Rt. 9, 202 
etc. Raises emergency plan implementation difficulties.  

Highlights by Topical Area from the Meeting: 

Workers ability to raise issues 
- individuals have said they are not being heard....  
- RPS issues by engineer 
- chilling effect of security guard 

Plant restarted too soon 
- there has been an excessive number of issues and problems that prove the plant was 

restarted too early 
- the "Nuclear Regulatory people" did not do their job --- didn't assure these problems 

didn't happen 

Design related issues 
- plant not in compliance with design basis 
- concern about RPS system (issues raised by consulting engineer) 
- design related commitments not met by ConEd (1997 50.54f commitments not met) 
- changes made without safety evaluations 
- backlog of issues 
- NRC only telling half the story/truth 
- why are you or ConEd not doing "vertical slice" reviews on each system in the plant?



Corrective Action Issues 
- CRs give indication 

Inspection followup 
- need for metrics and time table for ConEd addressing of issues 
- need continued special monitoring by NRC 

need to maintain resident inspectors at current level 

Other issues 
- offsite EP plan won't work for numerous reasons 
_ Spent Fuel storage issues


